The What, How, Where and Why of Pressure Regulators
(AKA Pressure Reducing Valves)

I. WHAT styles are available?
A. Standard/low pressure set (5 - 50 PSI) Series “PR”
B. High pressure set (30 - 125 PSI) Series “PRH”
C. Compact, lower flow-pressure set (10 - 125 PSI) Series “PRE” (3/4” and 1” only)
D. Pressure differential regulator (5 - 70 PSI) Series “PRD”

II. HOW do they operate?
A, B & C: These styles are normally open and respond to downstream (outlet) pressure. A small orifice at the outlet of the valve (called the “sensing orifice”) allows liquid up under a large area rolling diaphragm. This causes the rolling diaphragm to sense - and react to - the downstream (outlet) pressure. The valve seat, shaft and piston are all attached to the sensing diaphragm. As the force (force = pressure x area) sensed under the rolling diaphragm becomes less or greater than the spring force, it causes the regulator seat to move toward the full open or full closed position.

The pressure setting is done manually by turning the adjusting bolt clockwise to raise the pressure setting and counter-clockwise to lower it. This varies the compressive force of the internal spring, pushing the seat away from the regulator’s orifice. The more it is compressed, the higher the set pressure will be. When the downstream pressure reaches the pre-determined set pressure, the force created by the downstream pressure beneath the rolling diaphragm is greater than the force exerted by the spring and the seat rises to and seals against the orifice, closing the regulator.
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D. Pressure differential regulators sense the difference between the pressure into and out of a piece of equipment and adjust their opening such that the pressure differential across the equipment will not exceed the regulator’s setting. The operation of a pressure differential regulator is similar to a pressure regulator, except that a sensing line (capillary tube) is connected from the downstream side (P3) of the piece of equipment being protected to the spring chamber of the pressure differential regulator. (Refer to illustration)

![Schematic of typical filtering system with Plast-O-Matic Differential Pressure Regulator](image)

Take for example, the bank of filters shown above. The filter manufacturer rates their product for a maximum pressure drop of 20 PSI. When the filters are “clean”, we would like to get as much flow through them as possible, but as they become “dirty”, we want to limit the ΔP to 20 PSI, the manufacturer’s rating.

As you see from the performance test data below, the pressure differential regulator is fully open allowing maximum flow (77 GPM) when the filters are clean (ΔPD = 2). At this point, the piping downstream of the filters is the main restriction in the system (ΔP across filters is low, and P3 is high). As the filtering system begins to collect more sediment, it obstructs and lessens flow (GPM) and the pressure (PSI) at P3 drops. When the filters are significantly clogged, the flow drops to 27 GPM. The filters are now the main restriction in the system. The ΔP or pressure differential is now 16 PSI across the filtering system but is still below the set pressure of 20 PSI.

**PERFORMANCE TEST DATA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inlet Pressure (PSI)</th>
<th>Set Pressure (PSI)</th>
<th>P2 Pressure (before filters) (PSI)</th>
<th>P3 Pressure (after filters) (PSI)</th>
<th>Flow Rate (through filters) (GPM)</th>
<th>ΔP Pressure (drop across filters) (PSI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FLOW (gpm)**

**Flow Capacity vs. Pressure Drop-Off**

**DROP-OFF FROM SET PRESSURE**

(Difference Between Set Pressure and Actual Downstream Pressure)

**COMPARISON OF 1" PRESSURE REGULATORS PERFORMANCE CURVES**

For further assistance with your specific application involving pressure regulators, contact our Technical Sales Department.